
Instructional Model: Gradual Release
I do

“Orientation”
I Do

“Presentation”
We Do

“Guided
Practice”

We Do
“Collaborative

Practice”

You Do
“Independent

Practice”

You do
“Practice and
Reflection”

Orient students to
new material:

• Objectives
• Goal Setting
• Making

Connections
• Building

Knowledge
• Generating

Interest

Provide access to
new concept
and/or skill:

• Teacher models
and explains

• Non-Linguistic
Representations

• Cues,
Questions, and
Advance
Organizers

Master Each
Step one at a

time:
• Guided

practice
• Providing

feedback
• Practice and

Application

Move students
toward fluency

through
application:

• Cooperative
Learning

• Practice and
Application

Transfer new
knowledge from

short-term to
long-term
memory:

• Practice and
application

• Summarizing
and
Note-taking

• Identifying
Similarities
and
Differences

Evoke higher
order thinking:

• Student
sharing or
work

• Generating
and Testing
Hypothesis

• Reflect on
students
learning and
understandin
g of concept



I do
“Orientation”

I Do
“Presentation”

We Do
“Guided Practice”

We Do
“Collaborative

Practice”

You Do
“Independent

Practice”

You do
“Practice and
Reflection”

Engage
• pique students’ curiosity and generate

interest
• determine students’ current

understanding about scientific inquiry
• invite students to raise their own

questions about the process of scientific
inquiry

• encourage students to compare their
ideas with those of others

• enable teachers to assess what students
do or do not understand about the
stated outcomes of the lesson.

Explore
• consider different

ways to solve a
problem or frame a
question

• acquire a common
set of experiences so
that they can
compare results and
ideas with their
classmates

• observe, describe,
record, compare,
and share their ideas
and experiences

• express their
developing
understanding of
testable questions
and scientific inquiry

Explain
• interact with

materials and
ideas through
classroom and
small-group
discussions

• listen to and
compare the
explanations of
others with their
own

• become involved
in
student-to-stude
nt discourse in
which they
explain their
thinking to
others and
debate their
ideas

• revise their ideas
• compare their

current thinking
with what they
previously
thought

Elaborate
• make conceptual

connections
between new and
former experiences

• connect ideas,
solve problems,
and apply their
understanding to a
new situation

• use scientific terms
and descriptions

• draw reasonable
conclusions from
evidence and data

• deepen their
understanding of
concepts and
processes

Evaluate
• share their

current thinking
with others

• assess their own
progress by
comparing their
current
understanding
with their prior
knowledge

• ask questions
that take them
deeper into a
concept




